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Torts, Cases and Materials
The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines were
developed while Steve Emanuel was a student at Harvard Law and were the first to
approach each course from the point of view of the student. Invaluable for use
throughout your course and again at exam time, Emanuel Law Outlines are wellcorrelated to all major casebooks to help you to create your own outlines.
Sophisticated yet easy to understand, each guide includes both capsule and
detailed explanations of critical issues, topics, and black letter law you must know
to master the course. Quiz Yourself Q&As, Essay Q&As, and Exam Tips give you
ample opportunity to test your knowledge throughout the semester and leading up
to the exam. Every title in the series is frequently updated and reviewed against
new developments and recent cases covered in the leading casebooks. Emanuel
Law Outlines provide a comprehensive breakdown of the law, more sweeping than
most, for your entire study process. For more than thirty years, Emanuel Law
Outlines have been the most trusted name in law school outlines. Here s why:
Developed by Steve Emanuel when he was a law school student at Harvard,
Emanuel Law Outlines became popular with other law students and spawned an
industry of reliable study aids. (Having passed the California bar as well, Steve
Emanuel is now a member of the New York, Connecticut, Maryland, and Virginia
bars.) Each Outline is valuable throughout the course and again at exam time.
Outline chapters provide comprehensive coverage of the topics, cases, and black
letter law covered in the course and major casebooks, written in a way you can
easily understand. The Quiz Yourself Q&A in each chapter and the Essay Q&A at
the end provide ample opportunity to test your knowledge throughout the
semester. Exam Tips alert you to the issues that commonly pop up on exams and
to the fact patterns commonly used to test those items. The Capsule Summary an
excellent exam preparation tool provides a quick review of the key concepts
covered in the course. The comprehensive coverage is more sweeping than most
outlines. Each Emanuel Law Outline is correlated to the leading casebooks. Every
title is frequently updated and reviewed against new developments and recent
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cases covered in the leading casebooks. Tight uniformity of writing style and
approach means that if you use one of these guides, you can be confident that the
others will be of similar quality.

Investigative Criminal Procedure
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: With Selected Statutes and Other Materials, 2019

Criminal Law
The Professor Series on International Law illustrates our commitment to expand
our publication base to reflect new areas of student interest. the book covers all
aspects of international law, including issues affecting the environment. It is
extremely up-to-date, covering NAFTA and the Uruguay Round of the GATT. This
book has been revised for 1998. the author, Linda A. Malone, is the Marshall Wythe
Foundation Professor of Law at the College of William and Mary, Marshall Wythe
School of Law and lectures on International Law. She is also the author of the
Professor Series on Environmental Law.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Special
features: A Capsule Summary, perfect for night-before-the-exam review Essay
exam questions and answers, for practice applying the concepts you've learned to
a fact pattern Extremely Extensive tables, including Table of Cases, and Table of
Statutory Sections and Restatement References, Table of Acts and Conventions,
Table of Treaties, and more Detailed Subject-Matter Index
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Criminal Procedures
Beggars, outcasts, urchins, waifs, prostitutes, criminals, convicts, madmen, fallen
women, lunatics, degenerates—part reality, part fantasy, these are the grotesque
faces that populate the underworld, the dark inverse of our everyday world.
Lurking in the mirror that we hold up to our society, they are our counterparts and
our doubles, repelling us and yet offering the tantalizing promise of escape.
Although these images testify to undeniable social realities, the sordid lower
depths make up a symbolic and social imaginary that reflects our fears and
anxieties—as well as our desires. In Vice, Crime, and Poverty, Dominique Kalifa
traces the untold history of the concept of the underworld and its representations
in popular culture. He examines how the myth of the lower depths came into being
in nineteenth-century Europe, as biblical figures and Christian traditions were
adapted for a world turned upside-down by the era of industrialization,
democratization, and mass culture. From the Parisian demimonde to Victorian
squalor, from the slums of New York to the sewers of Buenos Aires, Kalifa
deciphers the making of an image that has cast an enduring spell on its audience.
While the social conditions that created that underworld have changed, Vice,
Crime, and Poverty shows that, from social-scientific ideas of the underclass to
contemporary cinema and steampunk culture, its shadows continue to haunt us.

Emanuel CrunchTime
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The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines were
developed while Steve Emanuel was a student at Harvard Law and were the first to
approach each course from the point of view of the student. Invaluable for use
throughout your course and again at exam time, Emanuel Law Outlines are wellcorrelated to all major casebooks to help you to create your own outlines.
Sophisticated yet easy to understand, each guide includes both capsule and
detailed explanations of critical issues, topics, and black letter law you must know
to master the course. Quiz Yourself Q&As, Essay Q&As, and Exam Tips give you
ample opportunity to test your knowledge throughout the semester and leading up
to the exam. Every title in the series is frequently updated and reviewed against
new developments and recent cases covered in the leading casebooks. Emanuel
Law Outlines provide a comprehensive breakdown of the law, more sweeping than
most, for your entire study process. For more than thirty years, Emanuel Law
Outlines have been the most trusted name in law school outlines. Here s why:
Developed by Steve Emanuel when he was a law school student at Harvard,
Emanuel Law Outlines became popular with other law students and spawned an
industry of reliable study aids. (Having passed the California bar as well, Steve
Emanuel is now a member of the New York, Connecticut, Maryland, and Virginia
bars.) Each Outline is valuable throughout the course and again at exam time.
Outline chapters provide comprehensive coverage of the topics, cases, and black
letter law covered in the course and major casebooks, written in a way you can
easily understand. The Quiz Yourself Q&A in each chapter and the Essay Q&A at
the end provide ample opportunity to test your knowledge throughout the
semester. Exam Tips alert you to the issues that commonly pop up on exams and
to the fact patterns commonly used to test those items. The Capsule Summary an
excellent exam preparation tool provides a quick review of the key concepts
covered in the course. The comprehensive coverage is more sweeping than most
outlines. Each Emanuel Law Outline is correlated to the leading casebooks. Every
title is frequently updated and reviewed against new developments and recent
cases covered in the leading casebooks. Tight uniformity of writing style and
approach means that if you use one of these guides, you can be confident that the
others will be of similar quality.

Constitutional Law
Finally, there is a Criminal Law study aid that teachers can recommend to their
students with complete confidence: Singer and LaFond's CRIMINAL LAW: Examples
and Explanations . Carefully designed to facilitate effective study, and written in a
crisp, clear style, this book takes a practical three-step approach: Thorough
descriptions explore and explain the concepts under consideration Examples give
students an opportunity to test their comprehension by applying the law to
contemporary fact patterns Explanations help them measure their mastery of the
material and provide suggested answers and feedback Engaging student interest
through stimulating hypotheticals, Singer and LaFond make their sophisticated
analysis of criminal law not just painless, but actually fun to read. Both
comprehensive and contemporary, CRIMINAL LAW: Examples and Explanations,
covers provocative and timely subjects in eight major areas: the purposes of
punishment Actus Reus and Mens Rea homicide causation inchoate crimes:
solicitation and attempt group criminality: conspiracy and complicity rape defenses
and excuses
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Steve Emanuel's Bootcamp for the MBE
CrunchTime provides a comprehensive topic breakdown and critical information
review all in one tool! The application flow charts can be used all semester long,
but the capsule summaries are ideal for exam preparation. Each title offers capsule
summaries of major points of law and critical issues, exam tips for identifying
common traps and pitfalls, sample exam and essay questions with model answers,
and recommended approaches for crafting essays that will get winning grades!
CrunchTime Series Features: Capsule summary of subject matter Condensed
format Flow charts illustrate major concepts Multiple-choice questions with
answers Essay questions with model answers

Emanuel Law Outlines for Criminal Law
The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines were
developed while Steve Emanuel was a student at Harvard Law and were the first to
approach each course from the point of view of the student. Invaluable for use
throughout your course and again at exam time, Emanuel Law Outlines are wellcorrelated to all major casebooks to help you to create your own outlines.
Sophisticated yet easy to understand, each guide includes both capsule and
detailed explanations of critical issues, topics, and black letter law you must know
to master the course. Quiz Yourself Q&As, Essay Q&As, and Exam Tips give you
ample opportunity to test your knowledge throughout the semester and leading up
to the exam. Every title in the series is frequently updated and reviewed against
new developments and recent cases covered in the leading casebooks. Emanuel
Law Outlines provide a comprehensive breakdown of the law, more sweeping than
most, for your entire study process. For more than thirty years, Emanuel Law
Outlines have been the most trusted name in law school outlines. Here s why:
Developed by Steve Emanuel when he was a law school student at Harvard,
Emanuel Law Outlines became popular with other law students and spawned an
industry of reliable study aids. (Having passed the California bar as well, Steve
Emanuel is now a member of the New York, Connecticut, Maryland, and Virginia
bars.) Each Outline is valuable throughout the course and again at exam time.
Outline chapters provide comprehensive coverage of the topics, cases, and black
letter law covered in the course and major casebooks, written in a way you can
easily understand. The Quiz Yourself Q&A in each chapter and the Essay Q&A at
the end provide ample opportunity to test your knowledge throughout the
semester. Exam Tips alert you to the issues that commonly pop up on exams and
to the fact patterns commonly used to test those items. The Capsule Summary an
excellent exam preparation tool provides a quick review of the key concepts
covered in the course. The comprehensive coverage is more sweeping than most
outlines. Each Emanuel Law Outline is correlated to the leading casebooks. Every
title is frequently updated and reviewed against new developments and recent
cases covered in the leading casebooks. Tight uniformity of writing style and
approach means that if you use one of these guides, you can be confident that the
others will be of similar quality.

Administrative Law
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This commentary discusses Aeschylus' play Agamemnon (458 BC), which is one of
the most popular of the surviving ancient Greek tragedies, and is the first to be
published in English since 1958. It is designed particularly to help students who are
tackling Aeschylus in the original Greek for the first time, and includes a reprint of
D. L. Page's Oxford Classical Text of the play. The introduction defines the place of
Agamemnon within the Oresteia trilogy as a whole, and the historical context in
which the plays were produced. It discusses Aeschylus' handling of the traditional
myth and the main ideas which underpin his overall design: such as the
development of justice and the nature of human responsibility; and it emphasizes
how the power of words, seen as ominous speech-acts which can determine future
events, makes a central contribution to the play's dramatic momentum. Separate
sections explore Aeschylus' use of theatrical resources, the role of the chorus, and
the solo characters. Finally there is an analysis of Aeschylus' distinctive poetic style
and use of imagery, and an outline of the transmission of the play from 458 BC to
the first printed editions.

Street Law
Criminal Law
MBE Bootcamp: Evidence will cover all the substantive rules of law the MBE
examiners test in the various subject areas. This outline removes the topics and
rules of law that may have been important in your law school course but are not
tested on the MBE and is specifically written for bar exam preparation. Each outline
also includes 33 or 34 multiple choice questions extracted from the 200-Question
Self-Assessment test with model answers.

Criminal Procedure: Adjudication
The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines support your
class preparation, provide reference for your outline creation, and supply a
comprehensive breakdown of topic matter for your entire study process. Created
by Steven Emanuel, these course outlines have been relied on by generations of
law students. Each title includes both capsule and detailed versions of the critical
issues and key topics you must know to master the course. Also included are exam
questions with model answers, an alpha-list of cases, and a cross reference table of
cases for all of the leading casebooks. Emanuel Law Outline Features: #1 outline
choice among law students Comprehensive review of all major topics Capsule
summary of all topics Cross-reference table of cases Time-saving format Great for
exam prep

Civil Procedure
Defining Crimes, by the distinguished author team of William J. Stuntz (late of
Harvard) and Joseph L. Hoffmann (Indiana), breaks from the tradition of Model
Penal Code-centric casebooks and focuses instead on the rich intellectual and
theoretical issues that arise from how crimes actually get defined and applied
today by state and federal legislatures, trial and appellate courts, police,
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prosecutors, defense lawyers, and juries. The innovative approach of Defining
Crimes enables the in-depth study of the problems and issues that affect the dayto-day contemporary practice of criminal law.

Corporations
Buy a new version of this Connected Casebook and receive access to the online ebook, practice questions from your favorite study aids, and an outline tool on
CasebookConnect, the all in one learning solution for law school students.
CasebookConnect offers you what you need most to be successful in your law
school classes—portability, meaningful feedback, and greater efficiency. In Civil
Procedure, Tenth Edition, the authors employ a pedagogical style that offers
flexible organization at a manageable length. The book gives students a working
knowledge of the procedural system and introduces the techniques of statutory
analysis. The cases selected are factually interesting and do not involve
substantive matters beyond the experience of first-year students. The problems
following the cases present real-life issues. Finally, the book incorporates a number
of dissenting opinions to dispel the notion that most procedural disputes present
clear-cut issues. New to the Tenth Edition: Revised coverage of discovery,
including the 2015 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and digital
discovery Revised and updated coverage of arbitration, including class waivers
Contemporary cases and examples added throughout Professors and students will
benefit from: Teachable, well-structured text featuring clear organization, concisely
edited cases chosen to be readily accessible to first-year students, textual notes
introducing each section that highlight connections between material, and
practical problems A manageable length which allows the class to get through this
complex course material in limited hours Flexible organization, adaptable to a
variety of teaching approaches A clear, straightforward writing style, making the
material accessible to students without oversimplifying An effective overview of
the procedural system, which provides students with a working knowledge of the
system and of techniques for statutory analysis Assessment questions and answers
at the end of each chapter, to help students test their comprehension of the
material CasebookConnect features: ONLINE E-BOOK Law school comes with a lot
of reading, so access your enhanced e-book anytime, anywhere to keep up with
your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full text to
quickly find coverage of legal topics. PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before
class and prep for your exam in the Study Center. Practice questions from
Examples & Explanations, Emanuel Law Outlines, Emanuel Law in a Flash
flashcards, and other best-selling study aid series help you study for exams while
tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study time. OUTLINE
TOOL Most professors will tell you that starting your outline early is key to being
successful in your law school classes. The Outline Tool automatically populates
your notes and highlights from the e-book into an editable format to accelerate
your outline creation and increase study time later in the semester. The purchase
of this Kindle edition does not entitle you to receive access to the online e-book,
practice questions from your favorite study aids, and outline tool available through
CasebookConnect.

Introduction to Criminology
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Jens Ohlin’s Criminal Law is designed to respond to the changing nature of law
teaching by offering a shorter, flexible, and more doctrinal approach, with an
emphasis on application. Materials are presented, in a visually lively style, via a
consistently structured pedagogy within each chapter: Doctrine (treatise-like
explanation), Application (cases), and Practice/Policy (questions providing an
opportunity for normative critique of the law and exploration of practical and
strategic challenges facing criminal lawyers). Theory is integrated into the doctrine
section rather than conveyed through law review excerpts, so as to help students
make the necessary connections to doctrinal issues. Aggressively-edited cases
help keep the length to a minimum, and modern cases will engage younger
students and professors. Key Features: New chapter titled “Other Offenses Against
the Person,” which includes coverage of physical battery, assault, and kidnapping
(Chapter 15). Integrated notes throughout the casebook directing students to view
a series of 20 short video clips that bring the doctrinal controversies to life in a
fictional courtroom. More cases added to represent the plurality of approaches in
different jurisdictions. The addition of several “classic” criminal law cases familiar
to law school professors. More examples in the “Doctrine” section of each chapter.
“Practice and Policy” section in each chapter urges students to consider how the
various actors in the process (prosecutors, defense counsel, judges and juries)
make particular decisions and the strategic calculations that informed them, and
make this casebook more practice-ready than others Innovative pedagogy
emphasizes application of law to facts (while still retaining enough flexibility so as
to be useful for a variety of professors with different teaching styles)

刑事诉讼程序/Criminal procedure/伊曼纽尔法律精要影印系列
Written in the student-friendly style that characterizes Chemerinsky's
Constitutional Law casebook, Criminal Procedure: Adjudication features cases,
minor cases, and author-written essays while omitting both notes in the form of
rhetorical questions and excerpts from law review articles. The chronological
organization moves through the criminal justice process, from investigation to
habeas corpus. Dynamic text guides students through understanding the law with
tightly edited cases, samples of legal pleadings arguing the issues, and
perspectives from prosecutors, defense, counsel, judges, police, and victims alike.
Each chapter has a consistent, systematic approach, beginning with an
introduction laying out the nature of the issue, followed by a discussion on the
history and development of the law. Then, examples of recent and seminal cases
reveal how key criminal procedure issues have been raised, and an analytic
approach toward resolving each issue shows what worked and why. The Second
Edition has been thoroughly updated and provides analysis of the impact of
important recent decisions, such as Arizona v. Gant, Herring v. U.S., Berghuis v.
Thompkins, Maryland v. Shatzer, Montejo v. Louisiana, and Perry v. New
Hampshire. In addition, the Second Edition examines new decisions affecting right
to counsel. New supplemental handouts and practice materials are available on the
companion website. Features: Written in the approachable style of Chemerinsky's
Constitutional Law casebook features cases and minor cases offers author-written
essays omits both notes in the form of rhetorical questions and excerpts from law
review articles Organized chronologically through the adjudication process
Dynamic text guides students through understanding the law tightly edited cases
samples of legal pleadings arguing the issues perspectives from prosecutors,
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defense, counsel, judges, police, and victims Consistent systematic approach to
topics in each chapter an introduction laying out the nature of the issue discussion
of the history and development of the law examples of recent and seminal cases
that raise key criminal procedure issues analytic approach toward resolving a
specific legal issue--what worked and why questions--and answers--to provoke
class discussion Thoroughly updated, the revised Second Edition presents: Analysis
of the impact of recent decisions Missouri v. Frye Lafler v. Cooper Skilling v. United
States Michigan v. Bryant Bullcoming v. New Mexico Williams v. Illinois Graham v.
Florida Miller v. Alabama Examination of new decisions' effects right to fair trial
habeas corpus law

Emanuel Law Outlines
The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines support your
class preparation, provide reference for your outline creation, and supply a
comprehensive breakdown of topic matter for your entire study process. Created
by Steven Emanuel, these course outlines have been relied on by generations of
law students. Each title includes both capsule and detailed versions of the critical
issues and key topics you must know to master the course. Also included are exam
questions with model answers, an alpha-list of cases, and a cross reference table of
cases for all of the leading casebooks. Emanuel Law Outline Features: #1 outline
choice among law students Comprehensive review of all major topics Capsule
summary of all topics Cross-reference table of cases Time-saving format Great for
exam prep

Criminal Procedure
The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines support your
class preparation, provide reference for your outline creation, and supply a
comprehensive breakdown of topic matter for your entire study process. Created
by Steven Emanuel, these course outlines have been relied on by generations of
law students. Each title includes both capsule and detailed versions of the critical
issues and key topics you must know to master the course. Also included are exam
questions with model answers, an alpha-list of cases, and a cross reference table of
cases for all of the leading casebooks. Emanuel Law Outline Features: & ; 1 outline
choice among law students Comprehensive review of all major topics Capsule
summary of all topics Cross-reference table of cases Time-saving format Great for
exam prep

Nailing the Bar
Written in the student-friendly style that characterizes Chemerinsky's
Constitutional Law casebook, Criminal Procedure features cases, minor cases, and
author-written essays while omitting both notes in the form of rhetorical questions
and excerpts from law review articles. The chronological organization moves
through the criminal justice process, from investigation to habeas corpus. Dynamic
text guides students through understanding the law with tightly-edited cases,
samples of legal pleadings arguing the issues, and perspectives from prosecutors,
defense, counsel, judges, police, and victims alike. Each chapter has a consistent,
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systematic approach, beginning with an introduction laying out the nature of the
issue, followed by a discussion on the history and development of the law. Then,
examples of recent and seminal cases reveal how key criminal procedure issues
have been raised, and an analytic approach toward resolving each issue shows
what worked and why. The Second Edition has been thoroughly updated and
provides analysis of the impact of important recent decisions, such as Arizona v.
Gant, Herring v. U.S., Berghuis v. Thompkins, Maryland v. Shatzer, Montejo v.
Louisiana, Perry v. New Hampshire, Frye v. Missouri, Lafler v. Cooper, and Williams
v. Illinois. In addition, the Second Edition examines new decisions affecting right to
counsel, right to fair trial, and habeas corpus law. New supplemental handouts and
practice materials are available on the companion website. Features: Written in the
approachable style of Chemerinsky's Constitutional Law casebook features cases
and minor cases offers author-written essays omits both notes in the form of
rhetorical questions and excerpts from law review articles Organized
chronologically through the criminal justice process from investigation through
habeas corpus Dynamic text guides students through understanding the law tightlyedited cases samples of legal pleadings arguing the issues perspectives from
prosecutors, defense, counsel, judges, police, and victims Consistent systematic
approach to topics in each chapter an introduction laying out the nature of the
issue discussion of the history and development of the law examples of recent and
seminal cases that raise key criminal procedure issues analytic approach toward
resolving a specific legal issue what worked and why Thoroughly updated, the
revised Second Edition presents: Analysis of the impact of recent decisions Arizona
v. Gant Herring v. United States Berghuis v. Thompkins Maryland v. Shatzer
Montejo v. Louisiana Perry v. New Hampshire Missouri v. Frye Lafler v. Cooper
Skilling v. United States Michigan v. Bryant Bullcoming v. New Mexico Williams v.
Illinois Graham v. Florida Miller v. Alabama Examination of new decisions' effects
right to counsel right to fair trial habeas corpus law

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
Any law school graduate will tell you that when picking your outline tool you need
to pick the best because your outlines are the most important study tool you will
use throughout your law school career. Developed by legendary study aid author
Steve Emanuel, Emanuel(R) Law Outlines (ELOs) are the #1 outline choice among
law students. An ELO ensures that you understand the concepts as you learn them
in class and helps you study for exams throughout the semester. Here's why you
need an ELO from your first day of class right through your final exam: ELOs help
you focus on the concepts and issues you need to master to succeed on exams.
They are easy to understand: Each ELO contains comprehensive coverage of the
topics, cases, and black letter law found in your specific casebook, but is explained
in a way that is understandable. The Quiz Yourself and Essay Q&A features help
you test your knowledge throughout the semester. Exam Tips alert you to the
issues and fact patterns that commonly pop up on exams. The Capsule Summary
provides a quick review of the key concepts covered in the full Outline--perfect for
exam review!

Strategies and Tactics for the FINZ Multistate Method
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Criminal Procedure
Any law school graduate will tell you that when picking your outline tool you need
to pick the best because your outlines are the most important study tool you will
use throughout your law school career. Developed by legendary study aid author
Steve Emanuel, Emanuel® Law Outlines (ELOs) are the #1 outline choice among
law students. An ELO ensures that you understand the concepts as you learn them
in class and helps you study for exams throughout the semester. Here's why you
need an ELO from your first day of class right through your final exam: ELOs help
you focus on the concepts and issues you need to master to succeed on exams.
They are easy to understand: Each ELO contains comprehensive coverage of the
topics, cases, and black letter law found in your specific casebook, but is explained
in a way that is understandable. The Quiz Yourself and Essay Q&A features help
you test your knowledge throughout the semester. Exam Tips alert you to the
issues and fact patterns that commonly pop up on exams. The Capsule Summary
provides a quick review of the key concepts covered in the full Outline—perfect for
exam review!

Emanuel Law Outlines for Civil Procedure
Any law school graduate will tell you that when picking your outline tool you need
to pick the best because your outlines are the most important study tool you will
use throughout your law school career. Developed by legendary study aid author
Steve Emanuel, Emanuel® Law Outlines (ELOs) are the #1 outline choice among
law students. An ELO ensures that you understand the concepts as you learn them
in class and helps you study for exams throughout the semester. Here's why you
need an ELO from your first day of class right through your final exam:

Emanuel Law Outlines for Payment Systems
Investigative Criminal Procedure: Doctrine, Application, and Practice by Jens David
Ohlin is designed to respond to the changing nature of teaching law by offering a
flexible approach with an emphasis on application. Each chapter focuses on
Supreme Court cases that articulate the constitutional requirements, while call-out
boxes outline statutes or state constitutional law provisions that impose more
stringent rules. Short problem cases, also in boxes, ask students to apply these
principles to new fact patterns. Each chapter ends with a Practice and Policy
section that delves deeper into the conceptual and practical obstacles to the
realization of procedural rights in the daily practice of criminal law. The result is a
modular format, presented in a lively visual style, which recognizes and supports
the diverse pedagogical approaches by today’s leading criminal procedure
professors. Professors and students will benefit from: A mixture of classic and new
Supreme Court cases on criminal procedure Call-out boxes that outline statutory
requirements Call-out boxes that focus on more demanding state law rules
Problem cases that require students to apply the law to new facts A Practice and
Policy section which allows a deeper investigation of doctrinal and policy
controversies, but whose placement at the end of each chapter maximizes
instructors’ freedom to focus on the materials that most interest them Notes and
questions, inviting closer examination of doctrine and generate class discussion
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Innovative pedagogy, emphasizing application of law to facts (while still retaining
enough flexibility so as to be useful for a variety of professors with different
teaching styles) Logical organization and manageable length Open, two-color
design with appealing visual elements (including carefully-selected photographs)

Pretrial
Jesse Dukeminier’s trademark wit, passion, and human interest perspective has
made Property, now in its Ninth Edition, one of the best—and best
loved—casebooks of all time. A unique blend of authority and good humor, you’ll
find a rich visual design, compelling cases, and timely coverage of contemporary
issues. In the Ninth Edition, the authors have created a thoughtful and thorough
revision, true to the spirit of the classic Property text. Key Benefits: A new chapter
on the Intellectual Property/Property relationship, that gives students a taste of
patent law, copyright law, trademark law, and trade secrets law. The chapter
highlights the differences and similarities among the legal treatment of real,
chattel, and intellectual property. A dynamic, two-color designed casebook that
encompasses cases, text, questions, problems, examples and numerous
photographs and diagrams. Extended coverage of major recent Supreme Court
decisions, including Murr v. Wisconsin, Horne v. Department of Agriculture, and
Marvin M. Brandt Revocable Trust v. United States.

International Law
"Brief Description of Book: Audience: law school students; those studying for the
bar exam. Formats: Print and eBook [for all books]"--

Strategies and Tactics for the MBE
本书由中信出版社与Aspen Publishers, Inc.合作出版。

Emanuel Law Outlines for Criminal Law
Introduction to Criminology, Why Do They Do It?, Second Edition, by Pamela J.
Schram Stephen G. Tibbetts, offers a contemporary and integrated discussion of
the key theories that help us understand crime in the 21st century. With a focus on
why offenders commit crimes, this bestseller skillfully engages students with realworld cases and examples to help students explore the fundamentals of
criminology. To better align with how instructors actually teach this course,
coverage of violent and property crimes has been integrated into the theory
chapters, so students can clearly understand the application of theory to criminal
behavior. Unlike other introductory criminology textbooks, the Second Edition
discusses issues of diversity in each chapter and covers many contemporary topics
that are not well represented in other texts, such as feminist criminology,
cybercrime, hate crimes, white-collar crime, homeland security, and identity theft.
Transnational comparisons regarding crime rates and the methods other countries
use to deal with crime make this edition the most universal to date and a perfect
companion for those wanting to learn about criminology in context.
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Vice, Crime, and Poverty
Focusing on the adjudicative phase of criminal procedure, Criminal Procedure:
Adjudication, Third Edition combines Laurie L. Levenson’s first-hand experience in
the criminal justice system with Erwin Chemerinsky’s student-friendly writing style.
This volume examines the impact of a host of recent developments in the courts
and legislature on the trial process. It eschews reliance on rhetorical questions and
law review excerpts in favor of comprehensive exploration of black letter law and
trendsetting policy issues. The book utilizes a chronological approach that guides
students through criminal procedure doctrine. In addition to presenting the
perspectives from various stakeholders (i.e., defense attorneys, judges,
prosecutors, and victims), the authors take care to provide students with useful,
practice-oriented materials, including pleadings and motions papers. Criminal
Procedure: Adjudication not only employs a systemic approach that takes students
through issues from policy to application of legal doctrine but also introduces
issues at the forefront of modern criminal procedure debates. Key Features:
Straightforward writing style and clear, dynamic text that is uncluttered with law
review excerpts and features thoughtfully edited principal and minor cases.
Intuitive chronological presentation of topics. Systematic and cohesive exploration
of policy on every issue, before moving on to the specifics of doctrine. Practiceoriented features and discussion of important, modern criminal procedure issues.
Approachable organization based on common progression through criminal justice
system. Straight writing style that relies on cases and author essays rather than
law review excerpts and strict Socratic rhetoric questions. Practice-oriented
features, discussion of modern policy issues, useful example documents for
practitioners. Useful examples for future and current criminal law practitioners.

Criminal Procedure
Torts Prosser Wade Schwartz Kelly and Partlett
Criminal Procedure: Investigation and Right to Counsel, Fourth Edition is derived
from the successful casebook Comprehensive Criminal Procedure. Like the parent
book, it covers the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments and related areas using a
thematic approach and offers an appropriate balance of explanatory text and
secondary material accompanied by well-written notes. In addition to an
experienced author team and well-edited cases, the book covers relevant statutes
and court rules. New to the Fourth Edition: Updates regarding cutting-edge
developments in case law, statutory materials, and academic commentary about
due process, the right to counsel, searches and seizures, and the privilege against
compelled self-incrimination An important reordering of certain areas of Fourth
Amendment law and related materials to make them even more user-friendly
Insightful examination of the turmoil in modern Fourth Amendment law as the
Supreme Court, notably splintered over methods of constitutional interpretation,
faces the implications of rapidly changing technology Professors and students will
benefit from: A rigorous and challenging criminal procedure casebook with an
outstanding author team Sound grounding of the law in criminal process and the
right to counsel Thorough coverage of Boyd v. U.S., The Fourth Amendment, The
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Fifth Amendment, and the process of investigating complex crimes Thematic
organization of the cases and text that make the book both manageable and
accessible The latest and most highly respected developments in legal scholarship
that help both professors and students alike stay up-to-date in the field of criminal
procedure law

Emanuel Law Outlines for Emanuel Law Outlines for Criminal
Procedure
Criminal Procedures: Cases, Statutes, and Executive Materials 2016 Supplement

Criminal Law and Its Processes
Criminal Law
Emanuel CrunchTime provides the right information, in the right format, at the
right time. Now it's the best of both worlds -- a print copy of the Emanuel
CrunchTime for your desk reference and an eBook version on your laptop to take
with you wherever you go. This special Bonus Pack includes download access to
the one-of-a-kind AspenLaw Studydesk software AND this book in digital eBook
format. Use Emanuel CrunchTime eBooks in AspenLaw Studydesk digital format to
turn Emanuel's reliable exam guide into an interactive and searchable resource
you can access fast! Search the capsule summary for analysis of your course's key
concepts, link from your own class notes to explanations in the text, incorporate
rules of law and sample exam questions into on-screen quizzes, and more! Each
title offers exam tips for identifying common traps and pitfalls, sample exam and
essay questions with model answers, and recommended approaches for crafting
essays that will get winning grades! BONUS PACK INCLUDES: Emanuel CrunchTime:
Constitutional Law paperback Emanuel CrunchTime: Constitutional Law eBook
download (NOTE: the AspenLaw Studydesk application must be installed on your
computer to read the eBook.) AspenLaw Studydesk productivity software (NOTE: a
promotion code ships with this Bonus Pack, which allows you to download the
Emanuel CrunchTime: Constitutional Law eBook and AspenLaw Studydesk
productivity software at www.AspenLaw.com). ASPENLAW STUDYDESK SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS: Memory: Minimum 512 megabytes (Mb), Recommended 1
gigabyte (Gb) or more. Disk Space: Minimum 280 megabytes (Mb), Recommended
1 gigabyte (Gb). Display: Minimum 800 x 600, 256 colors, Recommended 1024 x
768 high color (32-bit). Operating System (32-bit): Windows XP Service Pack 2,
Windows Vista Home Basic, Premium, or Ultimate. VISTA Users: Once your
AspenLaw Studydesk software is sownloaded and installed, please ensure the
application's privilege level is set to "Run this program as an Administrator." Refer
to these step-by-step compatibility instructions for more information:
http://www.aspenlaw.com/htmltemplates/sysrequirements/vistanotice.pdf
MACINTOSH Users: AspenLaw Studydesk is not currently available for the
Macintosh Operating System. However, you may use virtual machine software such
as Parallels, VM Ware, or BootCamp, and the Windows OS to run the application on
any Intel-powered Mac. Applications: Latest version of Adobe Reader for viewing
PDF files. Latest version of Adobe Flash.
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Property
Through its excellence in scholarship, clarity, and ease of use, this casebook
engages readers in a critical thinking about tort law. It sets forth crisply edited
classic tort cases as well as cases reflecting the newest tort law trends. Its authors
are a strong combination of respected scholars and those who practice in the
subject. The casebook goes beyond judicial decisions and includes key tortcentered legislation and comparative perspectives where relevant. The casebook
encourages the reader to understand the law's foundations and debate modern
trends within various policy prescriptions. Unbiased in its approach and organized
in manageable sections of information, the casebook is a superb tool for productive
and stimulating classroom debate. Tort law doctrine and its rationale will come
alive for students. The casebook, proven over 13 editions, assures that our
students will be effectively guided to embrace the law of torts as a building block
for the remainder of law school and a life in the law beyond. This new edition
insures that it will maintain its place as the most widely adopted Torts casebook.

Defining Crimes
Disk contains six tort and contract case files from companion problem book,
Materials in pretrial litigation.

International Law
CrunchTime provides the right information, in the right format, at the right time. If
you learn best through application flow charts, get your CrunchTime early in the
semester and use it as a visual aid throughout your course. Each title offers
capsule summaries of major points of law and critical issues, exam tips for
identifying common traps and pitfalls, sample exam and essay questions with
model answers, and recommended approaches for crafting essays that will get
winning grades!

Criminal Law
The most trusted name in law school outlines is now available in AspenLaw
Studydesk digital eBook format. It's the best of both worlds - a print copy of the
Emanuel Law Outline for your desk reference and an eBook version on your laptop
to take with you wherever you go. This special Bonus Pack includes download
access to the one-of-a-kind AspenLaw Studydesk software AND this book in digital
eBook format. Emanuel Law Outlines for Criminal Procedure will support your class
preparation, provide reference for your outline creation, and supply a
comprehensive breakdown of topic matter for your entire study process. the
AspenLaw Studydesk eBook format will allow you to search the outline on your
laptop and incorporate Legal Concepts into your studying with the click of a button.
Created by Steven Emanuel, this series has been relied on by generations of law
students. Each outline contains capsule and detailed versions of the critical issues
and key topics you must know to master the course. Also included are exam
questions with model answers, an alpha-list of cases, and a cross reference table of
cases for all of the leading casebooks. BONUS PACK INCLUDES: Emanuel Law
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Outlines: Criminal Procedure paperback Emanuel Law Outlines: Criminal Procedure
eBook download (NOTE: The AspenLaw Studydesk application must be installed on
your computer to read the eBook.) AspenLaw Studydesk productivity software
(NOTE: a promotion code ships with this Bonus Pack, which allows you to download
the Emanuel Law Outlines: Criminal Procedure eBook and AspenLaw Studydesk
productivity software at www.AspenLaw.com).

Strategies and Tactics for the MBE II
Strategies & Tactics for the Finz Multistate Method features more than 1100
multiple-choice questions and answers, with over 140 questions for each topic.
Every question is written in the Multistate Bar Exam style and complies with the
latest MBE formats. Since they are original and not actual released exam
questions, these questions are unavailable anywhere else. An in-depth guide,
“Strategies & Tactics—Playing the MBE Game to Win,” shows students how to
handle MBE and MBE-style multiple-choice questions. Detailed answers explain the
correct choice and show why the others fall short. Strategies & Tactics for the Finz
Multistate Method comes with a complete 200-question MBE-style practice exam.
The revised Third Edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the latest MBE
formats and presents 75 brand new original questions. Features: more than 1100
multiple-choice questions and answers―over 140 questions for each topic every
question written in the Multistate Bar Exam style and complies with the latest MBE
formats questions are unavailable anywhere else―author-generated but are not
released exam questions Strategies & Tactics—Playing the MBE Game to Win, an indepth guide on handling MBE and MBE-style multiple-choice questions detailed
answers that explain the correct choice and why the others are incorrect complete
200-question MBE-style practice exam The revised Third Edition presents: 75 brand
new original questions

Criminal Procedure
The most trusted name in law school outlines, Emanuel Law Outlines were
developed while Steve Emanuel was a student at Harvard Law and were the first to
approach each course from the point of view of the student. Invaluable for use
throughout your course and again at exam time, Emanuel Law Outlines are wellcorrelated to all major casebooks to help you to create your own outlines.
Sophisticated yet easy to understand, each guide includes both capsule and
detailed explanations of critical issues, topics, and black letter law you must know
to master the course. Quiz Yourself QandAs, Essay QandAs, and Exam Tips give
you ample opportunity to test your knowledge throughout the semester and
leading up to the exam. Every title in the series is frequently updated and
reviewed against new developments and recent cases covered in the leading
casebooks. Emanuel Law Outlines provide a comprehensive breakdown of the law,
more sweeping than most, for your entire study process. For more than thirty
years, Emanuel Law Outlines have been the most trusted name in law school
outlines. Here s why: Developed by Steve Emanuel when he was a law school
student at Harvard, Emanuel Law Outlines became popular with other law students
and spawned an industry of reliable study aids. (Having passed the California bar
as well, Steve Emanuel is now a member of the New York, Connecticut, Maryland,
and Virginia bars.) Each Outline is valuable throughout the course and again at
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exam time. Outline chapters provide comprehensive coverage of the topics, cases,
and black letter law covered in the course and major casebooks, written in a way
you can easily understand. The Quiz Yourself QandA in each chapter and the Essay
QandA at the end provide ample opportunity to test your knowledge throughout
the semester. Exam Tips alert you to the issues that commonly pop up on exams
and to the fact patterns commonly used to test those items. The Capsule Summary
an excellent exam preparation tool provides a quick review of the key concepts
covered in the course. The comprehensive coverage is more sweeping than most
outlines. Each Emanuel Law Outline is correlated to the leading casebooks. Every
title is frequently updated and reviewed against new developments and recent
cases covered in the leading casebooks. Tight uniformity of writing style and
approach means that if you use one of these guides, you can be confident that the
others will be of similar quality.
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